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Contact Details: 01865 452725 (Primary and Nursery) 01865 876716 (Secondary) www.johnwatsonschool.org 
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Dates for the Diary:   
 
★ Friday 14th February - Last day of term.  

Pupils finish at normal time 
 

★ Monday 24th February - return to school 
 

★ Thursday 5th March - World Book Day 
 

★ Wednesday 11th March - Parents’ Evening - Please 
respond to the booking form sent via parentmail 
 

★ Friday 13th March - Sport Relief Day 
 

★ Tuesday 17th March - Primary Science Open 
Afternoon - Please come and join us with our 
hands on Science Sessions 
 
 

This term’s workshops for parents... 
Developing Protective Behaviours on 28th February 2020 
@ 10am (for about an hour) for parents of female pupils, 
Year 6 and above information about this event 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Work has started on the new 
corridor which will link us to our 
new classrooms, the pupils have 
thoroughly enjoyed watching the 
diggers onsite and of course 
seeing the huge muddy puddles! 
 
 
 
MEDICATION IN SCHOOL- 

If your child is coming in from a different 
setting, or going to stay at a different 
setting, please ensure that medication 
coming in is labelled and the class 
teacher and the office are informed. 

 
Please follow the below link to read an article which 
features John Watson School and talks about breaking 
down the barriers to the arts for pupils with SEND 
https://www.tes.com/news/how-break-down-barriers-arts
-send-pupils?amp 

This week’s round up from the classes… 
 
Nursery and Little Windmills 
We have been out and 
about, taking trips to 
Cornfields bakery. The 
children have enjoyed 
walking to the village to 
buy bread. We made toast 
and jam for all our friends 
when we got back to 
nursery. 
 
KS1: Forest Hill Class 
Last week we looked at the story 
of The Naughty Bus which 
involved a scene where the bus 

ends up in 
beans!- 
something 
we enjoyed 
recreating in the 
classroom very 
much, along 
with our own car 
wash and mud 
pit! 

 
This week 
we have been focusing on likes 
and dislikes and thinking about 
people who are special to us. We 
have been exploring collage work 
using different textures, mixing 
potions with different smells and 
baking cookies of different tastes. 
Lots of sensory fun! 

 
 
KS1: Otmoor Class 
We have had a lovely time recently. 
We have been exploring different 
sensory materials and thinking of 
different ways to mark make. We 
have used the floor and the walls in 
the playground. We have also been 
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KS3/4: Horspath Class  
What a busy week.. 
We have been improving our 
reading and spelling using The 
Sound Reading System. 
 
In Maths, we have been 
developing our addition and 
subtraction skills; some of us 
have been working on place value, tables and division 

using Numicon. 
 
Bella our therapy dog visited, and we 
had great fun teaching her some new 
tricks. 
We had the Adviza careers service 
today. It was fantastic 
trying different jobs 
that we might do in 
the future. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
We are taking part in this exciting ART COMPETITION, 
breaking down boundaries between art, science and 
people.  
https://www.oxfordsparks.ox.ac.uk/content/beyond-boun
daries-2020-competition-now-open 
 
KS3/4 Shotover  
We have been reenacting road 
safety, learning that you can not be 
seen or see a car coming when 
crossing between two parked cars. 

(We used 
2 tables as 
parked cars and 
adults and 
peers as oncoming moving vehicles 
along a laid out road). We then looked 
at safer places along the road to cross, 
where we could see oncoming traffic 
and they could see us. 
  

We had a very 
successful visit 
from the Careers 
service. We 
enjoyed a range of 
activities, 
everything from 
being a shop 
assistant to hairdressing and gardening. 

using different equipment in the hall for PE - focusing on 
balance, risk taking and gross motor 

skills.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Otmoor have also had fun making 
cookies. We all took turns to mix, roll 
and use the cutters. We even had a 
little picnic outside in the sunshine.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
KS2: Chinnor Class  
We have enjoyed using the PE 
equipment and have been 

exploring 
different ways 
of balancing 
and climbing.  

 
We have also 
being very busy 
cooking.  We 
have written out 

recipes, chosen ingredients and 
wrote shopping lists.  We really 
enjoyed making banana bread and 
carrot cake.  
 
 
 
KS2: Waterperry Class  
We learnt about the Earth and the 
Moon, using the book Whatever Next! 
By Jill Murphy as a starting point.  We 
read the story and acted it out with a 
bear, an owl and a cardboard box.  We 
also made our own picnic, like the bear 
and owl ate on the moon.  
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KS3/4: Beckley Class  
We have had a very lovely two 
weeks before half term. We had a 
lot of fun learning through play 
and different sensory activities. 
Everyone had a go doing some 
sensory handwriting and 
reproducing "special effects" using 
rice, shaving foam, plastic cups, 
paint, flour, salt, and so much 

more.  
Students really engaged in PE 
using all the new equipment. We 
had a carousel of activities 
around our building and with 
activities in each room, including 
seated volleyball, sensory circuits 
and cricket.  
We also had a great time with 
Bella, the therapy dog, who came 
to revisit us. Everyone had a go 

making up a part of a story in 
which Bella was the main 
character.  
In Beckley, we also learnt and 
explored different careers and 
professions. Everyone explored 
baking, gardening, building, 
hairdressing, being a retail 
assistant and child care. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We tried hummus and cream cheese, 
and decided we all liked cream cheese 

best, so we made 
our own 
sandwiches.  
 
We had to spread 
the cheese 
ourselves, and 
then decide if 

we wanted tomatoes too. 
 
We made our 
own cup cakes 
too. They 
tasted delicious 
on the carpet in our classroom!  
 
This week we are reading the book, How 
to Catch a Start to help us learn about 

our sun and other stars.  We made a beautiful starry sky 
painting using the wax resist method.  
 

And of course we have also 
been busy writing, counting, 
and learning to tell the time. 
We will need a holiday to get 
ready for next term! 

 
  

KS2: Wheatley Class   
We have explored the South 
and the North Poles through 
various activities. We made 
plate penguins and we all 
worked together to create a 
bigger size penguin for our 
classroom display. 
We enjoyed the Lost and Found sensory story and most 
children can now participate in the story using props and 
visual aids independently.  
 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 
 
We continued working on 
numbers and counting in 
Maths.  
 

 

 

 



 

Sixth Form: Oxford Class 
Enjoying a visit to Cornfield’s 
bakery linked to their focus courses 
Communication and Numeracy. 

 
Students 
practised 
communicating 
appropriately 
with the shop 
assistants. Great 
excitement as they 

now serve gluten-free brownies. 
 
 
A small group of Oxford students has 
been visiting the village library 
each week. 
Here they are practising their road 
safety skills on the way to the 
library, in readiness for catching 
the 280 Bus after the half term to 
visit Thame.  

 
We have been 
completing 
Lifeskills challenges  
including one 
about trying new 
art projects. The 
students decided 

what they wanted to try. The two 
chosen activities 
Were decorating t-shirts with fabric 

pens and making a 
decoupage dog. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

KS2: Thame Class  
We have been learning about the 
Solar System and Space. We have 
enjoyed making our own solar 
systems and 
learning some 
names of the 
planets. 
 

We have also 
enjoyed making 
our own rockets 

 
And making our own fruit rocket kebabs. 

 
 
We have also enjoyed our science 
experiments linked with space and 
made predictions on whether gasses 

can blow a 
balloon up or 
not. We 
enjoyed 
altering the experiments to get bigger 
reactions.  
 
 

Cricket Coaching 
Thanks to Oxfordshire Disability Cricket, 
over the next few months until the end of 
the academic year, our pupils on both 

sites will be 
experiencing 
regular Cricket 
Coaching Sessions. 
This will involve 
exploring and 
joining in with a 
range of fun cricket skills and games. 
 
Today the 

Secondary site 
had their first 
session. It was 
fantastic, the 
children and staff 
alike had a great 
deal of fun! 

 
  
 
 

 


